Spine-rib rotation differences at the apex in preoperative patients with adolescent idiopathic scoliosis: evaluation of a three-level ultrasound method.
This paper evaluates a new real-time ultrasound method to assess the difference between axial spinal (laminal) rotation and rib rotation at the apex of the scoliosis curve. An Aloka SSD 500 portable ultrasound machine with a veterinary long (172mm) 3.5 MHz linear array transducer was used to assess the reproducibility of the method in 13 preoperative patients with AIS. With the subject in a prone position and her head supported, readings of laminal and rib rotation were made directly on the back at 18 and 12 levels respectively The subject was repositioned after walking around the room and a second set of spinal and rib rotations obtained (repeats). All the readings were made by one observer (ASK). After plotting on graphs three levels of maximal difference between spine rotation and rib rotation about the apex were chosen visually by one observer (RGB) for which the mean apical spine-minus-rib rotation difference (SRRD) was calculated for each repeat. Findings for apical SRRDs. The mean apical SRRDs for the two repeats are 7.1 degrees and 6.9 degrees (range 2-18 degrees) with coefficients of variation of 49% and 62% respectively. Reproducibility. Graphic representation of spinal and rib rotation by 12 levels shows a fairly good agreement between repeats for most subjects. Spinal rotation is always greater than rib rotation. A paired t-test for the mean apical SRRD of the repeats shows no significant difference. Linear regression analysis of the mean apical SRRD repeats correlate significantly (r=0.70, P=0.008) with a residual mean square of 6.9 degrees (rms = 2.6 degrees). The technical error of the measurement (TEM) is 2.3 degrees and coefficient of reliability (R) 0.66. Conclusions. Real-time ultrasound can assess the difference between spinal and rib rotation about the apex of the scoliosis curve without the altered position detectably affecting the findings. The error (2-3 degrees) is high relative the mean apical SRRD (6-7 degrees). The apical SRRD findings have relevance to the pathogenesis of AIS.